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Know where you want to go?  

Start planning your trip with Lonely Planet ebooks. 
Portable and packed with trusted content.

Check out Lonely Planet ebooks Take a look at Lonely Planet’s Best in Travel 2015
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Which of the planet’s 
amazing experiences are  
on your wish list for 2015?
How about exploring the inside of an Icelandic ice cap, 
staying with a tribe in Papua New Guinea or zip-lining 
over lush valleys? 

Lonely Planet’s destination gurus have scoured the 
globe to find the most awesome new attractions – from 
exhilarating outdoor adventures to fascinating museums, 
brilliant breweries and wildlife-watching adventures – 
for our New in Travel ebook. This slice of inspiration will 
be sure to kick-start your amazing year of travel. 

Look out for the Best in Travel ribbon, which indicates that 
the attraction is located in one of the destinations featured 
in our annual title, Lonely Planet’s Best in Travel 2015. 

So, if you’re bored of beaches or sick of the same old sights, 
look no further. Get out there and be among the first  
to discover the hottest new travel experiences for 2015.  
What are you waiting for?
All information is correct at the time of writing, but timings may change. Be sure  
to check before you make the journey.
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One World Observatory, New York City, USA
Open: Spring 2015

One of the most anticipated openings of 2015 is the launch of the 
observation deck at the mighty One World Trade Center. When the 
steel spire was added to the building on 10 May 2013, the skyscraper 
reached its final defiant height of 1776ft; a measure that pointedly 
makes reference to the year the United States Declaration of 
Independence was signed. It is now the tallest building in the western 
hemisphere (think six Statues of Liberty stacked end to end). As one 
official said, the viewing area promises to be the ‘Yankee Stadium’  
of observation decks, with an immersive experience that starts in the 
lobby at ground level. Here visitors will learn about the history of the 
construction of the building before being whisked 102 storeys up  
in high-speed glass elevators. Then, at 1250ft, plucky viewers will  
be able to enjoy three floors of dining, shopping space and, of course, 
floor-to-ceiling eye-stinging panoramas of Manhattan and beyond.
Dora Whitaker, Lonely Planet Destination Editor (@dorawhit). 
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/usa

Gasp at the views from the tallest building 
in New York

1

http://oneworldobservatory.com/
http://www.lonelyplanet.com/usa
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Cape Canopy Tour, Elgin, Western Cape, South Africa
Open: August 2014

The Cape Canopy Tour offers an exciting aerial perspective on the 
rugged wilderness of the 70,000-hectare Hottentots Holland Nature 
Reserve. The four-hour zip-line tour enables you to fly like a fish 
eagle, one of the many bird species found among the reserve’s rocky 
mountains, through bright wildflowers and serene pools. A 4WD takes 
participants high into the mountains, where a series of steel cables 
up to 320m long lead between 13 platforms. Zipping past waterfalls 
and through valleys, you venture deep into a previously inaccessible 
and pristine area of this World Heritage Site. Guides come along  
to check those zip-line harnesses are securely attached – and to add 
some interesting facts about the surrounding nature and geology  
to the vertigo-tinged fun. The new tour is located off the R321 between 
the towns of Grabouw and Villiersdorp, just over an hour’s drive 
(80km) east of Cape Town.
James Bainbridge, Lonely Planet author (@jamesbains).  
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/south-africa

Whizz through the  
South African wilderness 

2
2015

Best in Travel

South Africa

Top Value Destinations

http://www.capecanopytour.co.za/
http://www.lonelyplanet.com/south-africa
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The Yellow Submarine, Península Valdés, Argentina
Open: July 2014

Argentina’s Valdes Peninsula is the well-known breeding ground for 
thousands of endangered southern right whales. Not exactly shy, these 
curious, school-bus-sized cetaceans playfully approach whale-watching 
boats in the bay, with displays of tail slapping and the occasional, 
spectacular breach. But what’s a visitor to do when the whales don’t 
break the surface? Tour operator Southern Spirit mulled the question 
over for years before coming up with the Yellow Submarine, inspired 
by the reef-viewing boats of Australia and the Caribbean. Custom-built 
in 2013, this new, one-of-a-kind embarkation brings something truly 
unique to whale watching: underwater viewing. First things first:  
it’s not a submarine. The 17m, semi-submergible boat features  
an underwater cabin equipped with 40 viewing windows and nothing 
to block the view. The cabin is narrow enough to view whales circling 
the vessel and their full sweep of movement. It’s likely the second-best 
alternative to deep-sea diving with the whales, and you’ll never get the 
bends. The season is mid-June to mid-December. In the off-season,  
the vessel is used for viewing sea lions.
Carolyn McCarthy, Lonely Planet author (@roamingMcC).  
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/argentina

Whale watch beneath the waves  
in Argentina
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The Smithwick’s Experience, Kilkenny, Ireland
Open: July 2014

Ireland’s oldest beer is celebrated at this brand-new visitor attraction 
that recreates the birth of this famous brew with a multimedia tour. 
Commencing at the site of the Abbey of St. Francis, a combination  
of holograms and Franciscan monks (played by actors) recreate the 
medieval origins of the brewing process. The story continues with 
the arrival of John Smithwick in the 1700s, and is told via living 
portraits of key family members who recount the story of a brewery 
that grew from humble origins to a worldwide brand.

Visitors will have the opportunity to experience every aspect of the 
brewing process, culminating (of course) with a tasting – or two –  
of that perfect pint of ale. An audioguide is available in French, 
German, Spanish and Italian and the tour takes approximately  
70 minutes. Finally, a gift shop offers a range of Smithwick’s 
tipple-friendly merchandise.

Cheers!
Josephine Quintero, Lonely Planet author.  
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/ireland

An historic brewery:  
the Smithwick’s Experience 

4
2015

Best in Travel
Top  10  Countries

Ireland

http://www.smithwicksexperience.com/
http://www.lonelyplanet.com/ireland
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Caminito del Rey footpath, Garganta del Chorro, El Chorro, Spain
Open: February 2015

The notorious Caminito del Rey footpath, known as one of the 
world’s scariest hiking routes, is opening to the public again after  
a multi-million euro restoration. Skirting the Garganta del Chorro 
gorge, the original metre-wide white-knuckle path contoured across 
the sheer rock-face on a ledge 100m above the ground. Initially built 
in 1905 and traversed by King Alfonso XIII in 1921 (hence the name 
‘Path of the King’), the path had fallen into severe disrepair by the 
late 1990s, finally closing following the tragic deaths of five walkers.

Fifteen years later, the route is reopening, allowing access again to one 
of Spain’s most spectacular walking trails. No longer the preserve  
of professional climbers and adrenaline-seekers, the damaged path 
has been fixed and reinforced, while a new handrail provides further 
support. The views however, continue to take your breath away.
Jo Cooke, Lonely Planet Destination Editor (@joannacooke1). 
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/spain

Walk the brand new Caminito del Rey 
footpath

5

http://www.lonelyplanet.com/spain
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BioMuseo, Panama City, Panama
Open: October 2014

Celebrating the Isthmus of Panama as one of the most biodiverse 
spots on the planet, Panama City’s BioMuseo is the first museum  
of its kind for this small Central American country which has 
become a burgeoning hub for exploration and conservation. Years  
in the making, it comes with a pedigree. It’s the first Latin American 
project of world-renowned architect Frank Gehry, who designed 
Spain’s Guggenheim Museum. The enormous structure of crumpled 
multicolour forms evokes both the canopy of the rainforest as well  
as the colourful tin-clad houses of the tropics. Visitors attracted  
by Panama’s pristine beaches, remote jungle and cloud forests  
are offered a fascinating insight into Panama’s decisive role  
as ‘the bridge of life’, which links the Americas in three million years  
of geological and biological change. University and Smithsonian-
affiliated scientists designed the exhibits, which include a six-acre 
botanical park and an aquarium that’s bound to be popular with 
kids. It’s on the pedestrian-friendly Causeway, a skinny, green 
peninsula that marks the Pacific entry to the Panama Canal,  
with prime views of the city skyline.
Carolyn McCarthy, Lonely Planet author (@roamingMcC). 
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/panama

Panama’s cutting-edge biodiversity 
museum

panama city, panama
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Rimutaka Cycle Trail, Wellington/Wairarapa, New Zealand
Open: March 2015

One of New Zealand’s 22 new ‘Great Rides’, the 115km-long Rimutaka 
Cycle Trail loops through urban and wild terrain between Wellington 
and neighbouring Wairarapa.

The trail is mostly graded easy, with some intermediate sections, 
and can be ridden in two to three days with accommodation en 
route. It can also be split into sections of various lengths, through 
remarkably different landscapes.

The signature day-ride is the Rimutaka Rail Trail, which follows  
a gentle incline through a forested valley dotted with fascinating old 
railway relics. After an exhilarating descent to the verdant Wairarapa 
Plains, riders can be shuttled to the nearby wine-country towns  
of Martinborough and Greytown.

The trail heads back to Wellington along the Pacific Ocean coastline – 
a remote, rugged and wildly beautiful landscape long off-limits 
before the Rimutaka Cycle Trail blazed its way through.

The Hutt River Trail is the leg closest to downtown Wellington. 
Following the riverside for most of its length, the trail traverses  
an interesting mix of urban and green spaces, eventually connecting 
with the Rimutaka Rail Trail at Upper Hutt.

Wellingtonians are wont to boast about their beautiful surrounds, from 
mountains to the sea. This new trail shows off some of the best of it.
Sarah Bennett and Lee Slater, Lonely Planet authors (@BennettnSlater).  
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/new-zealand

Pedal one of New Zealand’s Great Rides7

http://www.nzcycletrail.com/rimutaka-cycle-trail
http://www.lonelyplanet.com/new-zealand
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Hong Kong Observation Wheel, Victoria Harbour, Hong Kong
Open: October 2014

The stunning verticality of the mega-towers gracing Hong Kong’s 
iconic skyline has been joined by something round that goes round 
and round.

A giant ferris wheel is the latest fixture on the Central harbourfront. 
The 20-storey tall Hong Kong Observation Wheel commands sweeping 
views of Victoria Harbour all the way to Kowloon from 60m in the air, 
and is illuminated by fancy lights at night.

Located outside Central Pier 9, next to the Star Ferry Pier, the wheel has 
42 gondolas, each holding eight to 10 passengers. A ride lasts 15 to 20 
minutes, and costs HK$100 for adults and HK$70 for children – about 
the same as a drink in Lan Kwai Fong or a metro trip to the airport.

Interestingly, it raised a few eyebrows among the city’s feng shui 
masters. Having a rotating circle in the northwest of the Chief 
Executive’s Office, a spot that should feature a tall, sturdy structure, 
undermines the government’s authority, they say; exacerbating this 
is the wheel’s shape, which the soothsayers liken to a toothed saw 
blade. But perhaps a spin on the wheel will change their minds and 
put a smile back on their faces. 
Piera Chen, Lonely Planet author (@PieraChen).   
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/china/hong-kong

Ferris wheel on the Hong Kong 
harbourfront

8

http://www.lonelyplanet.com/china/hong-kong


King Richard III Visitor Centre, Leicester, England
Open: July 2014

The last English king to die in battle, Richard III attracts legends 
like few other monarchs. Some of the stories attached to him are 
uncertain – no one knows for sure if he ordered the murder of his 
nephews, the ‘Princes in the Tower’. And while Shakespeare had him 
killed by his rival, the future Henry VII, while pleading ‘A horse,  
A horse! My kingdom for a horse’, it’s likely he was actually cut down 
by a group of knights while charging towards Henry at Bosworth 
Field. Other details – including his twisted spine – were confirmed 
when his body was found beneath a car park in Leicester in 2012.

The site of his burial has become a new £4 million visitor centre with 
two floors: Dynasty & Death, which explores Richard’s life and times; 
and the Discovery Zone, which focuses on the science that identified 
his body. The remains themselves are interred in Leicester Cathedral, 
but this new, purpose-built museum presents a glowing replica skeleton, 
background on the bloody 15th-century civil war between the houses  
of York and Lancaster, and the king’s grave itself. Some of the mysteries 
that surround the king’s short life will never be answered, but this smart 
new centre offers history fans plenty to chew on.
James Smart, Lonely Planet Destination Editor (@smartbadger).    
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/england

Richard III’s grave reopens as high-tech 
visitor centre

9
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leicester, england

http://kriii.com
http://www.lonelyplanet.com/england
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Ice Cave, Langjökull ice cap, West Iceland
Open: May 2015

Far above the glacier-carved valleys and volcanic fields of West Iceland, 
Europe’s second largest ice cap, Langjökull, rises broad and remote. 
Often wreathed in summertime mist, the ice cap used to be best seen 
from a distance when the fog cleared, or on a rugged glacier ride  
or walk. Now, a group of intrepid Icelanders is digging an enormous 
500m long tunnel at 1260m above sea level into Langjökull, to give 
visitors a whole new perspective.

This innovative adventure sight and the first tunnel of its kind  
in Iceland is slated to open in May 2015. Cave operators will bring 
visitors up to and over the glacier in enormous 8WD vehicles to reach 
the mouth of the tunnel. Then you’ll be able to walk with crampons 
into the blue-ice interior of the glacier. These day trips will depart 
from Reykjavík or from the vacation resort of nearby Húsafell.  
What might you find inside? Sparkling ice, sheer-carved walls,  
and interior chambers containing exhibitions, a cafe and a small 
chapel – yes, for those who want to tie the knot inside an ice cap.
Alexis Averbuck, Lonely Planet author (@alexisaverbuck).    
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/iceland

Explore inside an Icelandic ice cap10
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Three Capes Track, Tasman Peninsula, Tasmania, Australia
Open: late 2015

The second stage of this new wilderness walk on the Tasman Peninsula 
is set to open late in 2015. The multi-day walk will be 82km when 
complete, with guided treks available as well as self-guided hikes for 
the more experienced walker. What will set this track apart from the 
many world-class multi-day hikes in Australia will be the ‘luxe’ public 
facilities available. The walk will include huts at three sites with 
mattresses and cooking facilities, reducing the amount of things you’ll 
need to lug in your rucksack. There will be no need for a camping 
stove and fuel, a tent or sleeping mattress for this walk. After trekking 
through amazing wilderness, past dolerite cliffs and awe-inspiring 
ocean views, campers will be snuggling down on a soft bed. There’s  
no mention of hot showers or wine-sherpas just yet.
Tasmin Waby, Lonely Planet Destination Editor (@tasminwaby).     
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/australia

Take on Tasmania’s Three Capes Track 11

2015
Best in Travel

Top  10  Regions
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The Guayusa Trail, Napo Province, Ecuador
Open: Summer 2014

Deep within the jungles of the Amazon lies a plant used in sacred 
ceremonies by the indigenous Kichwa. Known for its super-leaf 
powers, including a high dose of caffeine, plenty of antioxidants  
and a chemical compound that steadies the jitters, guayusa is a type  
of holly with a pleasantly sweet taste when brewed in boiling water.

The ancient Kichwa used guayusa in their daily ‘morning ceremony’, 
during which they would recount their dreams and plan the day 
with their families. And still to this day the local clans practise their 
pre-dawn ritual among their riverside settlements.

For the first time, the precious guayusa leaf is being exported beyond 
Ecuador, which has ignited interest in the powerful plant. Travellers 
interested in learning about this trending tea are invited to participate 
in the brand new Guayusa Trail, which takes you on a mix-and-match 
adventure to the guayusa growing farms called chakras, the local 
communities to participate in the morning ceremony, and finally  
the Runa Foundation, an advocate for fairtrade farming working in 
tandem with the Runa factory – the only place in the world that turns 
the raw guayusa into loose-leaf parcels ready for worldwide shipping.
Brandon Presser, Lonely Planet author (@bpnomad).   
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/ecuador

A trail for tea lovers12

http://www.fundacionruna.org/ecotourism.html
http://www.lonelyplanet.com/ecuador


National Gallery Singapore, St Andrew’s Rd, Singapore
Open: October 2015 

Housed in two of Singapore’s most iconic national monuments –  
City Hall and the former Supreme Court building – Singapore’s newest 
arts institution dedicated to Southeast Asian and Singaporean art  
is the city-state’s most hotly anticipated opening of 2015.

Cutting the red ribbon will be a pivotal moment for Singapore,  
which has invested millions – especially during the past several years – 
in positioning itself as a global art city, from the launch of major  
new calendar events such as Art Stage Singapore, the annual art fair, 
in 2011, to the redevelopment of former army base Gillman Barracks 
as a contemporary art centre (now housing 16 international galleries) 
in 2012. Even Singapore’s hotels have evolved as public arts spaces – 
The Ritz-Carlton Millenia even offers a free iPod tour of its enviable 
collection, including Dale Chihuly blown glass, Frank Stella installations 
and several Warhol prints.

Set to be a highlight of Singapore’s 50th birthday celebrations,  
a 10-day long festival will mark the opening of the gallery, including 
the showcasing of community artworks in a new sheltered link-way 
between City Hall and the National Gallery Singapore. 
Sarah Reid, Lonely Planet Destination Editor (@sarahtrvls).    
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/singapore

13 Singapore’s hotly anticipated  
National Gallery 2015

Best in Travel
Top  10  Countries

Singapore
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http://www.nationalgallery.sg
http://www.lonelyplanet.com/singapore
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The Wizarding World of Harry Potter, Universal Orlando, Florida, USA
Open: July 2014

When the first phase of the Wizarding World of Harry Potter opened 
at Universal Orlando in 2010, it was the best thing to hit American 
theme parks in years. The designers obviously knew they would have  
a highly expectant audience on their hands, but they delivered  
in spades, with the world of Hogsmeade recreated at Islands  
of Adventure with all the magic, mystery, thrills and broomstick 
spills you’d want. In July 2014 the fun was cranked up a notch when 
Diagon Alley, the second phase, opened at Universal Studios next 
door. The new area adds an extra 20 acres of Harry Potter fantasy  
to Universal, and comprises a thrilling high-tech ride – Harry Potter 
and the Escape from Gringotts – a fire-breathing dragon, the Leaky 
Cauldron (serving butterbeer) and a parade of shops fit for any 
young wizard. The two areas are located in different theme parks, 
and here comes the best bit: you can ride the Hogwarts Express 
between the two – entering a scarily accurate Kings Cross station, 
passing through platform 9¾, boarding the train and exiting  
at Hogsmeade. Even for non-HP fans, it’s a thrill. Warning:  
to experience both lands in one day, plus ride the Hogwarts Express, 
you will need park-to-park entry tickets covering both theme parks. 
Dora Whitaker, Lonely Planet Destination Editor (@dorawhit).     
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/usa

14 Ride the Hogwarts Express  
at Universal Orlando

https://www.universalorlando.com
http://www.lonelyplanet.com/usa
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Diquís Spheres, Sitio Arqueológico Finca 6, Palmar Sur, Costa Rica
Open: Gained Unesco World Heritage status in June 2014

Rightly famous for its wealth of rainforests, volcanoes, beaches and 
wildlife, Costa Rica offers up natural beauty in voluptuous abundance. 
When it comes to surviving evidence of its pre-Columbian heritage, 
however, the remnants are scarce. Among what does remain are  
the Diquís Spheres, named for the civilisation that created them,  
and about which little is understood. Dating from around AD 500 to 
AD 1500, these mysterious spheres were made from igneous rock and 
range in diameter from several centimetres to almost three metres. 
After their discovery in the 1930s, many were spirited away  
to museums or private homes, to adorn gardens and plazas across 
Costa Rica. Some were blasted apart with dynamite in bids to find 
the rumoured (and nonexistent) gold within. Almost all were moved 
from their original locations.

Fortunately, one domain of Diquís Spheres has managed to remain 
mostly intact through the years, in the Diquís Delta area of southern 
Costa Rica. Along with two stone mounds, several spheres at Sítio 
Arqueológico Finca 6 remain in their original locations – a distinct 
rarity. Though the interpretive information is limited, the site  
is worth a stop for travellers heading through Sierpe to Bahía Drake.
Wendy Yanagihara, Lonely Planet author (@WendyYanagihara).      
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/costa-rica

15 Stone spheres of the Diquís Delta

http://www.museocostarica.go.cr/en_en/esferas-de-piedra-/sitio-museo-finca-6-palmar-sur-de-osa-punta.html?Itemid=63
http://www.lonelyplanet.com/costa-rica
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Outback Astronomy, Broken Hill, New South Wales, Australia
Open: mid-2014, with new tours starting 2015

While kids in the city may need picture-story books to see what a sky 
full of stars could look like, folk in outback Australia enjoy stunning 
starscapes most nights thanks to a lack of air and light pollution. 
Newly opened in Broken Hill, Outback Astronomy offers naked-eye 
and binocular-assisted astronomy tours that will excite adults and 
kids alike. As well as learning about the night sky their talks will 
feed your imagination, too, with discussions on space mining, space 
tourism and the possibilities for moon colonisation. Future plans 
include building an observatory so the sky shows can continue  
on the rare day when clouds and rain wash out a naked-eye sky show. 
Tasmin Waby, Lonely Planet Destination Editor (@tasminwaby).      
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/australia

16 Star gazing in the outback

BroKen hill, neW south Wales
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Museo Novecento, Florence, Italy
Open: June 2014

In a city most famous as the cradle of the Renaissance, Florence’s  
new museum of 20th century Italian art brings a welcome blast  
of modernity. The museum, which is located in the central Piazza Santa 
Maria Novella, houses a collection of around 300 paintings, sculptures, 
videos and installations, arranged in reverse chronological order,  
so that it acts like a time machine, gradually taking visitors back 
towards the earliest years of the century. The museum houses many 
works donated by artists and collectors in response to an appeal 
following the disastrous floods of 1966 which destroyed so many 
artworks in the city. The permanent collection includes works by 
Marino Marini, Giorgio Morandi, Gino Severini and Renato Guttuso, 
and there are also temporary exhibitions of contemporary art and 
various special tours aimed at different age groups and interests.
Anna Tyler, Lonely Planet Destination Editor (@go_AnnaT).      
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/italy

17 Modern art moves into Florence 
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Bombay Sapphire Distillery (Laverstoke Mill, Laverstoke, 
Whitchurch, Hampshire, England)
Open: October 2014

Britain is undergoing an alcohol revolution. Craft beers are booming, 
and where and how drinks are made is seen as more and more 
important. So it’s not too surprising that English gin and Scottish  
malt whisky, two spirits imbued with a real sense of place and history, 
are enjoying a renaissance.

Choosing your favourite whisky gets harder each year: at least two 
dozen new distilleries are being built in Scotland, including Isle  
of Harris Distillers in the Western Isles, which aims to be a social 
distillery with the community at its heart, and Ardnamurchan 
Distillery, on the shores of Loch Sunart in the Western Highlands, 
which is maturing peated and unpeated varieties in oak sherry and 
bourbon casks. You’ll have to wait for the finished product – whisky 
takes time – but Ardnamurchan is already offering tours and tastings.

18 High spirits:  
gin and whisky flourish in Britain 
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http://distillery.bombaysapphire.com
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East London Liquor Company (Bow Wharf, London, England)
Open: June 2014

Isle of Harris Distillers (Isle of Harris, Scotland)
Open: Spring 2015

Ardnamurchan Distillery (Ardnamurchan, Western Highlands, 
Scotland)
Open: July 2014

Gin, viewed as a demon drink in the eighteenth century, has smartened 
up its act. Bombay Sapphire’s swish new distillery at Laverstoke Mill in 
Hampshire gives fans the chance to tour greenhouses and check out the 
techniques of botanical infusion. And the East London Liquor Company 
is a new bar and distillery that makes and distributes gin, rum and 
whisky from a beautifully renovated space in Mile End, east London.
James Smart, Lonely Planet Destination Editor (@smartbadger).     
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/united-kingdom
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Highlights of Haiti, Haiti
Open: first tour departs February 2015

Natural disasters, political upheaval and poverty are words that  
are all too synonymous with Haiti. And it’s not surprising. Lashed  
by floods, hurricanes and earthquakes throughout its history,  
a catastrophic earthquake in 2010 devastated the country.

But with a rugged, tropical landscape peppered with spectacular 
waterfalls, European fortresses, jungle-covered mountains and 
postcard-perfect beaches, there’s more to this Caribbean outpost than 
the headlines suggest. Despite the attractions, few visitors have seen 
much more of Haiti than the cruise port of Labadee, primarily due to 
a lack of tourism infrastructure. Until now. Seizing on an opportunity 
to showcase the untapped wonders of Haiti, G Adventures will host 
the first Highlights of Haiti tour in February 2015. Drawing back the 
veil on this extraordinary and indomitable country, the 10-day tour  
will introduce travellers to the heart of Haiti, from the streets  
of Port-au-Prince to the untouched beauty of the Bassin-Bleu pools  
and even a meeting with a local voodoo priest. 
Sarah Reid, Lonely Planet Destination Editor (@sarahtrvls).    
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/haiti

19 Discover the highlights of Haiti
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Dyess Colony, Arkansas, USA
Open: August 2014

Just an hour’s drive, but a world away from the glitzy excesses  
of Elvis’s Graceland, music pilgrims can visit another rock-and-roll 
legend’s home – the small farmhouse in Arkansas where Johnny Cash 
spent his cotton-picking beginnings. In 1935 Ray and Carrie Cash 
settled with their five children in the Dyess Colony, an agricultural 
community set up as part of Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal program 
to help impoverished families find work and a home during the  
Great Depression. Johnny – known as JR at the time – grew up there, 
attending the local school, singing and learning gospel hymns with 
his mother and working in the surrounding fields from the age  
of five until he left for the Air Force in 1950. The house has been 
meticulously restored and furnished to look how it did back then: 
Carrie’s piano stands in the corner, his father’s shaving mug is in the 
bathroom and in the living room the linoleum flooring even bears the 
original burn marks from the stove. The house-museum is in part 
designed to give insight into life during the Great Depression, but most 
of all it reveals the kind of humble early years that shaped one of the 
greatest American musicians of the 20th century.
Dora Whitaker, Lonely Planet Destination Editor (@dorawhit).    
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/usa

20 Step back in time with Johnny Cash
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National ANZAC Centre, Albany, Western Australia  
(500kms south of Perth)
Open: November 2014

On 1 November 1914, the Australian and New Zealand Army Corps 
– ANZACs – departed in convoy from King George Sound in Albany, 
Western Australia. By 25 April 1915 they were landing on the beaches 
of Gallipoli, in Turkey.

One hundred years on, as part of WWI commemorations, the city of 
Albany has commissioned the state-of-the-art National ANZAC Centre. 
It’s the only one of its kind in Australia – not a museum of WWI  
in general but, more specifically, a place for personal reflection on the 
men and women who sailed (and still sail) to war so far from home.

The centre’s modern, minimalist design contrasts with older 
reminders of the war still present in the city – the Princess Royal 
Fortress and coastal bunkers and gun emplacements – and it will  
be accessible virtually, via the internet, as well as physically. Nearby,  
a newly constructed Convoy Walk and Convoy Lookout incorporate 
sculpture and artwork into an overview of the harbour and the 
vessels that gathered there.
Virginia Jealous, Lonely Planet author.    
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/australia

21 Discover how a legend was launched
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Flyway Taiwan, New Taipei City, Taiwan
Open: Spring 2015

From the eastern edge of Taipei, Taiwan, steep wooded hills roll on for 
dozens of kilometres. It’s an ideal landscape for a zip-line canopy tour, 
and a company called Flyway has one scheduled to open here in the 
spring of 2015. 

What’s a zip-line canopy tour? According to Flyway’s Mike Galvez,  
‘it’s a high-flying adventure through and above the forest while attached 
to a rope. Imagine a cross between being Tarzan and a helicopter pilot.’

It’s called a tour because there isn’t just one long rope line to zip along, 
but a series that can take up to two hours to complete. Flyway’s course 
will have eight lines running over or through the jungle, and two 
crossing a scenic river valley. Bonus features will likely include rope 
swings and ladders, and a ‘free fall’ experience.

Flyway was founded by Galvez, a native Californian, and his 
Taiwanese wife Chia-Ying Huang when they saw the potential for  
a fresh high-adrenalin adventure sport on this trend-crazy island. 
Partners in the venture include Signature Research, builders of the 
first commercial zip-line tour in the US and now a leading designer  
of adventure courses around the world.
Robert Kelly, Lonely Planet author (@RScott_Kelly).  
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/taiwan

22 Zip past Taipei 2015
Best in Travel

Top Value Destinations
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http://www.lonelyplanet.com/taiwan
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Musée Picasso, 75003 Paris, France
Open: October 2014

After a massive renovation and amid plenty of controversy, one of 
Paris’ most well-loved museums opened its doors again in late October 
2014, on the anniversary of Pablo Picasso’s birth. The Musée Picasso 
holds the world’s biggest collection of works by the master,  
and is housed in the beautiful mid-17th-century Hôtel Salé in the 
Marais district. The impressive collection is composed of 5000 works 
including paintings, ceramic pieces, engravings and sculptures.  
The costly five-year renovation has provided a lot more space for 
displaying artworks, as well as allowing an increase in the number  
of visitors who can be in the museum at one time. 
Kate Morgan, Lonely Planet Destination Editor (@kate_ann_morgan).  
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/france

23 Picasso Museum makes a comeback

http://www.museepicassoparis.fr/en/
http://www.lonelyplanet.com/france


Tufi Tribal Homestays, Oro Province, Papua New Guinea
Open: October 2014

The ancient tribes of Papua New Guinea have suddenly collided with 
the 21st century, with the first opportunity to stay with a local PNG 
tribe gaining a listing on the accommodation marketplace Airbnb.  
In the eastern recesses of Oro province is the region of Tufi, known 
for its sharp fjords and wicked sunsets. Settled by several tribes that 
have carved out their respective plots of land, the area feels like the 
edge of the earth, with wild ocean vistas and perfect glimpses of the 
saw-toothed mountains that act as a natural barrier between Tufian 
shores and the other parts of the province. The only signs of modernity 
are tiny amounts of tarmac and a small scuba diving set up next door – 
everything else belongs to the wild.

For several years homestay opportunities were loosely organised when 
travellers expressed interest locally, but the ability to pre-plan an 
authentic adventure with the Korafe tribe will undoubtedly be a game 
changer as these far-flung communities further extend the welcome 
mat in earnest. To compensate for the fact that none of the households 
have computers let alone electric power, all bookings are funnelled 
through the local diving resort, which vets space for travellers and 
helps arrange canoe transfers.
Brandon Presser, Lonely Planet author (@bpnomad).  
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/papua-new-guinea

24 Stay with a tribe in Papua New Guinea
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Belgian Chocolate Village, Brussels, Belgium
Open: September 2014

For a country synonymous with chocolate it’s a no-brainer that 
Belgium should have its very own chocolate village, and now it does. 
Located on the preserved site of the 19th-century Victoria chocolate 
factory in Brussels, the Belgian Chocolate Village is one of the largest 
museums in Europe dedicated to the sweet stuff. Displays help  
to explain the stages of chocolate manufacture as well as the various 
uses and benefits, while a tropical greenhouse replicates the conditions 
where the cocoa trees are grown. But chocolate addicts will want  
to make a beeline straight to the workshop where chocolatiers perform 
demonstrations and visitors can take a stab at making their own 
praline in the chocolate classes. And yes, there is a tasting room. 
Kate Morgan, Lonely Planet Destination Editor (@kate_ann_morgan).   
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/belgium

25 Tempt your sweet tooth at the Belgian 
Chocolate Village

http://www.belgianchocolatevillage.be/en/
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Whitney Museum of American Art, New York City, USA
Open: spring 2015

For decades the Whitney Museum of American Art has battled with 
one frustratingly simple problem: where could it display its complete 
collection of over 21,000 all-American artworks? In real-estate-
strapped Manhattan, this is one big issue. Almost since its founding 
in 1931 the museum has moved from venue to venue, opened sister 
branches and satellite addresses, attempted failed expansions, and 
ultimately kept many of its incredible riches, which include works  
by Edward Hopper, Jasper Johns, Georgia O’Keefe, and Mark Rothko, 
boxed up and in storage. Finally, in spring 2015, the Whitney will 
move into a home deserving of its collection and ambition. And what 
a home! The Renzo Piano–designed building will be a striking 
asymmetrical form located on the Hudson River in lovely, artsy 
Chelsea, and it will provide space enough – approximately 50,000 sq ft 
of it – to give the first comprehensive view of the permanent 
collection. It will also house the largest column-free gallery  
in New York for temporary exhibitions, a theatre and an outdoor 
public plaza right opposite the southern entrance to the High Line. 
Take that Guggenheim, MoMa, Metropolitan… it’s time to breathe  
out now, Whitney.
Dora Whitaker, Lonely Planet Destination Editor (@dorawhit).    
start planning your trip at lonelyplanet.com/usa

26 Marvel at the complete  
Whitney art collection
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